There are a lot of versions of Chilly Winds floating around; I interested in the tune after hearing a Banjo Hangout member play it on his fretless banjo, tuned down to E. I think he picked up the arrangement from listening to Bob Carlin. That version is very close to what Tommy Jarrell plays on his fiddle. It has a very bluesy, fretless feel to it, and seems to be a cross somewhere between Lonesome Road Blues and John Henry, unlike some versions, which are more just variants of Lonesome Road Blues.

The tune is basically in Mixolydian mode, with a flatted or natural seventh, rather than a major seventh, but it retains the major third, more or less. When you actually listen to Jarrell fiddle it, he routinely flattens the third slightly, too, so that it is sometimes at or closer to the quartetone. But the feel of the tune is still more Mixolydian mode than Dorian mode. Still, I've tried to retain some of that ambiguity in this setting.